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Juries and sexual history evidence pervert the cause of justice in rape trials.

Justice does not prevail when it comes to rape in the United Kingdom’s

Criminal Justice system. In the UK 1.5% of rape cases recorded by the police

lead to a charge, meaning a person is 15 times more likley to be offered a place

at Cambridge University than see their rapist charged.
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To change these

disturbing statistics, two major reforms ought to be enacted: the abolition of

juries in rape trials, and an ammendment to the Youth Justice & Criminal

Evidence Act 1999 preventing sexual history evidence from being used to

prove consent.
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Sections 41-43 of the Youth Justice & Criminal Evidence Act (YJCEA) 1999

sets out the law that sexual history evidence may not be admitted without

leave of the court. This is reprehensibly too broad, with judges permitting

sexual history in ⅔ of rape trials, due to the evidence falling under eight large

categories defined by the Act.
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Most notably, the issue of consent. Consent is

the continuous positive communication, given afresh, at every step of the way

during a sexual activity, agreed between specific people, with the freedom

and/or capacity to decide. Sexual history with third parties has absolutely

nothing to do with consent in relation to the accused. In fact, the use of ‘third

party evidence’ undermines Article 6 of the European Convention of Human

Rights (ECHR), the right to a fair trial.
4

Subjecting complainants to the

distress and humiliation caused by a traumatising cross-examination is

completely irrelevant to their case, and can only be described as ‘judicial

rape’.
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Alternatively, restrictions over sexual history as evidence could be

interpreted as having the potential to undermine the defendant’s right to a fair

trial. However, there is a large limitation to this argument, in that sexual

history can in no way prove consent, as consent has to be given both afresh,

and explicitly to the defendant. The broad nature of the YJCEA facilitates

judicial rape, and has resulted in an abundence of clear violations of the

ECHR.
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Toxic rape mythology and systemic victim blaming are immense social

problems which have been demonstrated and amplified in the courtroom

through juries. Few cases prove this issue further than when defence attorney

Elizabeth O’Connel told a jury of eight men and four women to “look at the

way she (17 year-old complainant) was dressed. She was wearing a thong with

a lace front”, in order to validate consent.
6

The jurors found the thong did

symbolise consent, and therefore, the 27 year-old defendant not guilty of rape.

Juries undoubtedly bring issues of bias into the courtroom, the idea of being

judged by your peers means you are also subject to being judged by societal

values at the time. In the instance of rape, this is unjust. Specialist police

officers handle sexual violence cases, therefore the same specialism should be

present in the courtroom. This would be entirely possible with the

appointment of  a trained, specialist judge, alongside a panel of assessors with

expertise in the field of sexual violence, thereby eliminating the prejudiced

nature of a jury and allowing for biased-free trials where social attitudes do

not infringe on criminal justice.

Despite jury bias, responsibility for unjust rape trials arguably lies less so

with the jury, and more with the criminal justice system. Bias is facilitated

within the jury as a direct consequence of the legislation utilised by the system.

Over the last 20 years, police reports of rape have increased by over 500%, yet

conviction rates have remained the same.
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Demonstrating there is truth within

the previous statement, that juries are potentially a lesser issue than the use of

sexual history evidence.  R v Evans saw footballer Ched Evans’ rape conviction

quashed when third party sexual history was used as evidence against the

complainant.
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The use of this evidence turned the jury’s attention away from

Evans, instead focusing on the complainant's lifestyle and character. The

impact of R v Evans has been felt by thousands of complainants since, as the

case opened the floodgates to flip who is on trial, and enable victims to be

questioned as if they were the defendant. But unlike the defence, victims are

being questioned on personal evidence that is distinctly unrelated to the case.

In the eyes of Lord Bingham, a Lord Chief Justice of England and Wales

strongly in favour of judicial discretion on sexual history evidence, “no rational
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person” believes questions about a complainant’s sexual history with people

other than the accused are “irrelevant”.
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Sexual history used as evidence is not

only irrelevant, but undermines Article 6 of the ECHR, creates jury bias,

credits rape mythology and encorages victim blaming. A rational person is

someone who views these implications as an inexcusable miscarrige of justice,

in desperate need of resolution.
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